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ABSTRACT

Stellar models that incorporate simple diffusion or shear-induced mixing are used to describe canonical extra
mixing in low-mass red giants of low and solar metallicity. These models are able to simultaneously explain the
observed Li and CN abundance changes along the upper red giant branch (RGB) in field low-metallicity stars and
match photometry, rotation, and 12C/13C ratios for stars in the old open cluster M67. The shear mixing model re-
quires that main-sequence (MS) progenitors of upper RGB stars possessed rapidly rotating radiative cores and that
specific angular momentum was conserved in each of their mass shells during their evolution. We surmise that
solar-type stars will not experience canonical extra mixing on the RGB because their more efficient MS spin-down
resulted in solid-body rotation, as revealed by helioseismological data for the Sun. Thus, RGB stars in the old, high-
metallicity cluster NGC 6791 should show no evidence for mixing in their 12C/13C ratios. We develop the idea that
canonical extra mixing in a giant component of a binary system may be switched to its enhanced mode with much
faster and somewhat deeper mixing as a result of the giant’s tidal spin-up. This scenario can explain photometric and
composition peculiarities of RS CVn binaries. The tidally enforced enhanced extra mixing might contribute to the
star-to-star abundance variations of O, Na, and Al in globular clusters. This idea may be tested with observations of
12C/13C ratios and CN abundances in RS CVn binaries.

Subject headinggs: globular clusters: general — stars: chemically peculiar — stars: evolution —
stars: interiors — stars: late-type — stars: rotation

1. INTRODUCTION

Standard stellar evolution models assume that mixing only
occurs in convective regions of stars. However, there is convinc-
ing evidence that amajority of low-mass (0:8PM /M�P 2) stars
are experiencing nonconvective extra mixing on the upper red
giant branch (RGB; e.g., Sweigart &Mengel 1979; Langer et al.
1986; Sneden et al. 1986; VandenBerg & Smith 1988; Smith
& Tout 1992; Charbonnel 1994, 1995; Charbonnel et al. 1998;
Charbonnel& doNascimento 1998; Gratton et al. 2000; Bellman
et al. 2001; Grundahl et al. 2002; Denissenkov & VandenBerg
2003a; Smith & Martell 2003; Shetrone 2003). These red giants
have a helium electron-degenerate core, a hydrogen-burning shell
(HBS) atop the core, and a thin radiative zone between the HBS
and the bottom of the convective envelope (BCE; Fig. 1). The
most convincing observational evidence of mixing in red giants
is the evolution of their surface carbon isotopic ratio 12C/13C
and abundances log "(7Li), [C/Fe], and [N/Fe]4 with increas-
ing luminosity L along the RGB (Fig. 2, circles). The first abun-
dance changes that occur on the subgiant and lower RGB [0:6 P
log (L/L�)P1:0] are produced by the deepening BCE during the
standard first dredge-up episode (Iben 1967). Here the convec-
tive envelope engulfs the stellar layers in which the CN cycle had

altered the relative abundances of 12C, 13C, and N while on the
main sequence (MS). Convection also dilutes the envelope abun-
dance of Li that has survived only in a thin subsurface layer
where the temperature was less than �2:5 ; 106 K. At the end
of the first dredge-up, the BCE stops to deepen and begins to
retreat. It leaves a discontinuity of the chemical composition at
the level of its deepest penetration. The evolutionary changes
of the surface element abundances resume precisely at the mo-
ment when the HBS, advancing in mass inside red giants, erases
the composition discontinuity left behind by the BCE. The com-
monly accepted interpretation of this is based on the following
assumptions: (1) some extra mixing is present in the red giants’
radiative zones; (2) it connects the BCE with the layers adja-
cent to the HBS (Fig. 1), where the CN cycle is at work and Li is
strongly depleted, thus dredging up stellar material enriched in
N and deficient in C and Li; and (3) at lower luminosities, extra
mixing is shielded from reaching the vicinity of the HBS by a
large gradient of the meanmolecular weight (a �-gradient barrier)
built up by the composition discontinuity (Charbonnel et al. 1998;
Denissenkov & VandenBerg 2003a).

When the HBS meets and erases the �-gradient barrier, the
evolution of red giants slows down for a while. This results in
prominent bumps in the differential luminosity functions of glob-
ular clusters, which have really been observed (e.g., Zoccali et al.
1999; Monaco et al. 2002; Cassisi et al. 2002; Salaris et al. 2002;
Riello et al. 2003). Therefore, the luminosity at which extra mix-
ing starts to manifest itself [at log (L/L�) � 1:8 2:0 in Fig. 2] is
called ‘‘the bump luminosity.’’ It divides the RGB into its lower
and upper part. In stars withM k 2M�, the HBS fails to cross the
�-gradient barrier before the core helium ignition is triggered. In
concordance with this, no manifestations of extra mixing have
been reported in intermediate-mass red giants (Gilroy 1989).

In the absence of a reliable theory of extra mixing in upper
RGB stars, semiempiricalmodels areworth applying. In particular,
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a simple diffusionmodel has shown that in the majority of upper
RGB stars the depth and rate of extra mixing do not seem to vary
greatly from star to star. According toDenissenkov&VandenBerg
(2003a), these quantities can be parameterized by any pair of cor-
related values within the close limits specified by�log T � 0:19
and Dmix � 4 ; 108 cm2 s�1, to �log T � 0:22 and Dmix � 8 ;
108 cm2 s�1. Here�log T is a difference between the logarithms
of temperature at the base of the HBS and at a specified max-
imum depth of extra mixingMmix (Fig. 1), and Dmix is a constant
diffusion coefficient.

Given that the majority of metal-poor upper RGB stars, in
both the field and globular clusters, experience extra mixing with
almost the same depth and rate, Denissenkov & VandenBerg
(2003a) have proposed to call this universal process ‘‘canonical
extra mixing.’’ Although its physical mechanism is not identi-
fied yet, the phenomenon of Li-rich K giants and its interpreta-
tion are likely to support a rotational mechanism. Indeed, most
of the Li-rich giants are located above the bump luminosity
(Charbonnel & Balachandran 2000). Their proportion among
rapid rotators (v sin i � 8 km s�1) is�50%.Compare this to�2%
of Li-rich stars among the much more common slowly rotating

(v sin iP1 km s�1) K giants (Drake et al. 2002). Because for extra
mixing driven by kinetic energy of rotation Dmix / v2, a 10-fold
increase of v would enhance Dmix from its canonical value of
�109 to �1011 cm2 s�1. Denissenkov & Herwig (2004) have
shown that precisely such enhancement of Dmix is required to pro-
duce Li in K giants via the 7Be mechanism (Cameron & Fowler
1971). Therefore, followingDenissenkov&VandenBerg (2003a),
we hypothesize that sometimes, when an upper RGB star gets
spun up by an external source of angular momentum, the pre-
sumably rotational extra mixing in its radiative zone may switch
from its canonical mode to an enhanced mode with much faster
and somewhat deeper mixing.
Denissenkov&Weiss (2000) have proposed that single Li-rich

giants might have been spun up by engulfed massive planets. Al-
ternatively, a red giant can be spun up by a close stellar com-
panion. In this case, its rotation is accelerated by a drag force
originating from viscous dissipation of kinetic energy of a tidal
hump raised in its convective envelope by a companion star. As
a result of this interaction, spin and orbital rotation of the red
giant get synchronized, and its initially elliptical orbit can be-
come circular. Figure 3 illustrates tidal synchronization in real
stars. Here we have plotted observational data of De Medeiros
et al. (2002) on projected rotational velocities v sin i and orbital
periods P of G and K giant components of field binaries with
available orbital parameters. The values of v sin i were multi-
plied by the factor 4/� � 1:27 that takes into account a random
orientation of the stars’ axes of rotation. Filled circles are binary
systems with a circular or nearly circular orbit (those with ec-
centricities e � 0:10). Systems with eccentric orbits (e > 0:10)
are represented by open circles. A set of theoretical lines is con-
structed by us under the assumption that � ¼ !, where � and

Fig. 1.—Schematic structure of a red giant with extra mixing in its radiative
zone. HBS and BCE stand for the ‘‘hydrogen burning shell’’ and the ‘‘bottom
of the convective envelope.’’

Fig. 2.—Comparison of the observational data from Gratton et al. (2000) for
field metal-poor (�2P ½Fe/H�P�1) low-mass stars (circles) with results of our
stellar evolution computationswith rotational mixing on the upper RGBdescribed
by eq. (1). It is assumed that the specific angular momentum is conserved in each
mass shell, including convective regions, during the entire stellar evolution. Com-
putations are done for M ¼ 0:85 M� and the initial rotation parameter f" ¼
0:0003 (eq. [5]). Theoretical results are presented for the following combinations
of the enhancement factor ( fv in eq. [1]) and heavy-element mass fraction: fv ¼ 25
for Z ¼ 0:0005 and 0.002 (solid and dot-dashed lines, respectively), and fv ¼ 15
for Z ¼ 0:0005 (dashed line).

Fig. 3.—Illustration of tidal synchronization in real stars. Circles are G and
K giant components offield binaries observed by DeMedeiros et al. (2002). The
factor 4/� � 1:27 takes into account the random orientation of their rotation
axes. Pd is the binary orbital period in days. Filled circles are binaries with
nearly circular orbits (eccentricities e � 0:10). The systems with e > 0:10 are
represented by open circles. A set of theoretical solid lines is constructed by us
assuming that� ¼ !, where� and ! are the spin and orbital angular velocity of
a red giant, for radii R/R� ¼ 5, 10, 20, and 40 (left to right). The giants repre-
sented by filled circles are most likely to have synchronized their rotation. The
dashed line shows the maximum possible vrot of a red giant that fills its Roche
lobe in a binary system with M ¼ 1:7 M�, q ¼ 0:5.
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! are the spin and orbital angular velocity of a red giant, for four
values of the red giant’s radius: R/R� ¼ 5, 10, 20, and 40 (solid
lines, left to right). The tidal circularization time is longer than
the synchronization time (e.g., Hurley et al. 2002); therefore,
the giants represented by filled circles are most likely to have
synchronized their rotation.

The goal of this paper is twofold. First, in x 3 we demonstrate
that canonical extra mixing in solar-metallicity red giants in
the open cluster M67 can be modeled using essentially the same
parameters as those adjusted for metal-poor stars. After that, we
attempt to model enhanced extra mixing in red giant com-
ponents of tidally locked (corotating) binaries that are spun up
as a result of tidal synchronization between their spin and orbital
rotation (x 4). In order to get a self-consistent picture of switch-
ing from canonical to enhanced extra mixing, in x 4 we make as-
sumptions and use � profiles and parameters of extra mixing
compatible with those discussed in x 3. Finally, x 5 contains a
summary of our main conclusions along with a proposal of ob-
servational tests that could confirm or reject our models.

2. STELLAR EVOLUTION CODE WITH ROTATION
AND EXTRA MIXING

Evolution of rotating stellar models with extra mixing on the
upper RGB is calculated from the zero-age MS (ZAMS) to the
RGB tip with an upgraded version of the computer code used
by Denissenkov & VandenBerg (2003a, 2003b). The most recent
update is the adoption of Alan Irwin’s improved equation of state
(EOS).5 In addition, the energy losses due to neutrino emission
are now calculated with the code distributed by Itoh et al. (1996).
Our stellar evolution code usesOPAL opacities (Rogers& Iglesias
1992) for temperatures above�104K, complemented byAlexander
& Ferguson (1994) data for lower temperatures: both data sets
assume solar abundances of � -elements. With the new EOS, we
use a value of lconv/HP ¼ 1:75 for the ratio of the convective mix-
ing length to the pressure scale height derived from a calibrated
solar model.

In our MS models with M > 1 M�, some overshooting has
been introduced beyond the formal convective core border deter-
mined by the Schwarzschild criterion by assuming that the ratio
of the radiative and adiabatic temperature gradients ( logarithmic
and with respect to pressure) at the core border 9rad/9ad ¼ 0:9
instead of 1. Using this approach, we succeeded in fitting our
solar-metallicity 4 ; 109 yr isochrone6 (Fig. 4, solid line) for the
high-precision color-magnitude diagram (CMD) of M67 pub-
lished by Sandquist (2004) (Fig. 4, open circles).We ignored any
microscopic mixing, such as atomic diffusion, gravitational set-
tling, and radiative levitation.

The treatment of extra mixing in the radiative zones sepa-
rating the BCE from the HBS is the same as that described by
Denissenkov & VandenBerg (2003a; see their eq. [1]). Effects
of shellular rotation on the internal structure and evolution of stars
are treated in the same way as by Denissenkov & VandenBerg
(2003b). The code employed in this work only considers the sim-
plest cases of the angular momentum profile evolution: either
(1) supporting the uniform (solid body) rotation, �(t; Mr) ¼
�(t), or (2) keeping the constant specific angular momentum in
eachmass shell, including convective regions, j(t; Mr)� 2

3
r 2� ¼

j(0; Mr). These two opposite cases correspond to a maximum

possible and a zero efficiency of the angular momentum redis-
tribution throughout a star.

3. CANONICAL EXTRA MIXING IN SINGLE RED
GIANTS OF SOLAR METALLICITY

In this section we present results of our new stellar evolution
computations that, when being compared with recent observa-
tional data on photometry, rotation, and chemical composition
of Population I (in the open cluster M67) and Population II (in
both the field and globular clusters) low-mass stars, allow us to
constrain the strength of rotation-induced shear mixing.

3.1. Basic Equations and Assumptions
in the Shear Mixing Model

When studying the evolution of metal-poor stars with
M � 0:9 M�, Denissenkov & Tout (2000) and Denissenkov &
VandenBerg (2003a) have proposed that canonical extra mixing
in upper RGB stars can be identified with turbulent diffusion
induced by secular shear instability in their differentially rotat-
ing radiative zones and that it can be modeled using the coeffi-
cient of vertical turbulent diffusion derived byMaeder &Meynet
(1996),

Dv ¼ fv8Ric
K

N2
T

1

5
�2 @ ln�

@ ln r

� �2

� N 2
�

" #
: ð1Þ

Here

N 2
T ¼ g�

HP

9ad �9radð Þ; N2
� ¼ g’

@ ln �

@r

����
����

Fig. 4.—High-precision CMD of the old solar-metallicity open cluster M67
(open circles) from the data of Sandquist (2004) and our 4 ; 109 yr isochrone
(solid line). A region around the bump luminosity is outlined by a square. The
dashed line is the evolutionary track of the model star with M ¼ 1:35 M� and
Z ¼ Z� ¼ 0:0188. All models were computed with the same initial rotation
parameter f" ¼ 0:00075. Filled circles are stars with known values of v sin i from
Melo et al. (2001). Asterisks are red giants and clump stars for which the ratio
12C/13C was measured by Gilroy &Brown (1991). For the cluster reddening and
distancemodulus, we have adopted the valuesE(B� V ) ¼ 0:03 and (m�M )V ¼
9:67 that correspond to the observational lower limits provided by Sandquist
(2004).

5 We use the EOS code that is made publicly available at http://freeeos
.sourceforge.net under the GNU General Public License.

6 Necessary bolometric corrections and Teff -color transformations were cal-
culated with a code kindly presented to one of us (P. A. D.) by Don VandenBerg.
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are the T- and �-components of the square of the Brunt-Väisälä
(buoyancy) frequency, g is the local gravity, Ric ¼ 1

4
is the clas-

sical critical Richardson number, and

K ¼ 4acT 3

3��2CP

ð2Þ

is the thermal diffusivity, with � and CP representing the opac-
ity and the specific heat at constant pressure, respectively. The
quantities � ¼ � @ ln �/@ ln Tð ÞP; � and ’ ¼ @ ln �/@ ln �ð ÞP;T
are determined by the EOS.

Equation (1) gives simultaneously the extra mixing rate

Dmix � fv
8

5
Ric

K

N2
T

�2 @ ln�

@ ln r

� �2

ð3Þ

and depthMmix, the latter being determined as the coordinate of
the first mass shell beneath the BCE where Dv ¼ 0, or

N2
� � g’

@ ln �

@r

����
���� ¼ 1

5
�2 @ ln�

@ ln r

� �2

: ð4Þ

Although the depth given by equation (4) for reasonable �
profiles is surprisingly close to that specified by the parameter
�log T ¼ 0:19 0:22 in our simple diffusion model, the rate cal-
culated with equation (3) when fv ¼ 1 is found to be too slow for
canonical extra mixing (Denissenkov & VandenBerg 2003a).
Therefore, we have to insert an enhancement factor fv 3 1 into
equations (1) and (3).

For the low values of v sin i usually measured in MS stars
withM P 1M�, rotational mixing, such as meridional circulation
or turbulent diffusion, can reproduce the evolutionary changes
of [C/Fe] in their upper RGB descendants only assuming that
the specific angular momentum is conserved in each mass shell
of these stars during their entire evolution from the ZAMS to
the RGB tip (Sweigart & Mengel 1979; Smith & Tout 1992;
Denissenkov & Tout 2000; Denissenkov & VandenBerg 2003a).
Even having assumed that, some differential rotation in the initial
models is still required. Following Denissenkov & VandenBerg
(2003a, 2003b), we set up such differential rotation in our ZAMS
models assuming that the ratio of the equatorial centrifugal ac-
celeration to the gravity is constant along the radius and that it is
a small fraction of the critical ratio for the Roche potential used
in our rotating stellar models; i.e.,

" Mrð Þ � r 3�2

3GMr

¼ f""crit ¼ const; ð5Þ

where "crit � 0:24. The ratio of the angular velocity near the
center to� at the surface obtained in this way is less than 10 for
all of the ZAMS models considered below. Thus, we admit that
the solid-body rotation of the inner Sun as revealed by helioseis-
mological data (e.g., Chaplin et al. 1999) may not necessarily
be applicable to all low-mass MS stars. The free parameter f"
is chosen so as to get theoretical values of vrot close to projected
rotational velocities of MSand subgiant stars.After thatwe evolve
our models from the ZAMS to the bump luminosities keeping j
constant in every mass shell. No extra mixing is allowed in the
models until they will reach the bump luminosities. For the sake

of simplicity, we ignore mass loss (in fact, it becomes important
only in the very vicinity of the RGB tip).

3.2. A Summary of Results for the Single Star Case

Equations (4) and (3) with values of � and (@ ln�/@ ln r)
taken from the radiative zones of our bump luminosity models
give approximately the same depths of extra mixing and diffu-
sion coefficients that are only �15–25 times as small as those
constrained by our semiempirical diffusion model. This conclu-
sion is true not only for metal-poor low-mass stars, as was antic-
ipated by Denissenkov & VandenBerg (2003a), but also for their
solar-metallicity counterparts. To demonstrate this, we have com-
puted the evolution of three rotating stellar models: the first two
for the same mass M ¼ 0:85 M� and helium abundance Y ¼
0:24 but for two different heavy-element mass fractions Z ¼
0:002 and 0.0005, and the third model forM ¼ 1:35M�, hydro-
gen abundance X ¼ 0:70, and the solar value of Z ¼ 0:0188.
The initial rotation profiles of the first two models have

been specified by the parameter f" ¼ 0:0003. This results in sur-
face equatorial rotational velocities vrot monotonously decreasing
from�7 to�4 km s�1 during the models’ MS lives. When these
metal-poor models leave the MS and become subgiants, their ro-
tation slows down to vrot � 4 km s�1 due to a surface radius in-
crease (Fig. 5, solid line). Similar values of ‘‘true’’mean rotational
velocities have been measured in the MS turnoff and subgiant
stars in the globular clusters NGC 104, NGC 6397, and NGC
6752 by Lucatello & Gratton (2003) (Fig. 5, squares with error
bars). The third model evolves along the RGB of the 4 ; 109 yr
isochrone that matches the CMD of the old solar-metallicity
open cluster M67 (Fig. 4, dashed line). For this model, the pa-
rameter f" ¼ 0:00075 has been chosen so that the computed
behavior of vrot along the rotational isochrone of the same age
constructed using stellar models withM � 1:1M� and the same
parameter f" (Fig. 6, solid line) is in qualitative agreement with
the observed decrease of (4/�)v sin i in the M67 stars whose

Fig. 5.—Estimates of the upper limits for the ‘‘true’’ mean rotational ve-
locities of stars in globular clusters 47 Tuc, NGC 6397, and NGC 6752 by
Lucatello & Gratton (2003). Filled square: mean for MS turnoff stars; open
square: mean for subgiants. Horizontal error bars embrace all MV values for
the observed samples of stars in NGC 6752 (½Fe/H� ¼ �1:43). The theoretical
line shows how vrot changes during the evolution of our model star with M ¼
0:85 M� and Z ¼ 0:0005 in which the specific angular momentum is conserved
in each mass shell.

DENISSENKOV, CHABOYER, & LI1090 Vol. 641



evolutionary status changes from the MS to the subgiant branch
(Fig. 6, circles). Unfortunately, at present we cannot discriminate
between the cases of differential and solid-body rotation of M67
stars (compare solid and short-dashed lines in Fig. 6). However,
the observational data in Figure 6 seem to support our assump-
tion of slow surface rotation (vrot � 10 km s�1) of M67 stars on
the early MS (compare solid and short-dashed lines with dot–
long-dashed and long-dashed lines ). The stars from Figure 6 are
also plotted in Figure 4 as filled circles. Comparison of these two
figures shows that the stars with (B� V )0 � 0:55 0:60 in Fig-
ure 6 haveM < 1:35M�. Their masses are probably close to the
M67 MS turnoff mass, which isM � 1:25M�. Only the objects
with (B� V )0k 0:9 in Figure 6 are subgiants and lower RGB
stars having M � 1:35 M�.

In Figure 7d, vertical dotted and dashed line segments indicate
depths specified by �log T ¼ 0:19 and 0.22 in the third (M ¼
1:35 M�, Z ¼ 0:0188) unmixed model that is located immedi-
ately above its bump luminosity. A solid line segment points to
the mixing depth calculated with equation (4) using an � profile
extracted from the same stellar model. Note the proximity of the
dashed and solid line segments.

Starting from the bump luminosity models, we continue our
stellar evolution computations. Rotational shearmixing described
by equation (1) is now taken into account. To be more exact, we
introduce a diffusion coefficientDmix ¼ Dv forDv > 0 while let-
tingDmix ¼ 0 forDv � 0. A new� profile required to recalculate
Dv is taken from the evolving rotating stellar models in each time
step. As in the models below the bump luminosities, the specific
angular momentum is still assumed to remain constant in each
mass shell, including convective envelopes. Thus, our new extra
mixing computations include for the first time both a plausible

physical description for the diffusion coefficient Dmix, with its
profile allowed to change along the whole length of the upper
RGB,7 and a feedback effect of rotation and chemical mixing
on the structure and evolution of red giants. In order to simu-
late the evolutionary variations of the surface 12C/13C ratio and
abundances of Li, C, and N in the field metal-poor upper RGB
stars, we had to increase by a factor of fv ¼ 15 25 the value of
Dv given by Maeder & Meynet (1996) in our 0.85 M� rotating
models (Fig. 2). At the same time, the 12C/13C ratios in a cou-
ple of upper RGB stars and in a few clump stars in the cluster
M67 were reproduced by our 1.35M� model only after Dv had
been multiplied by fv ¼ 15 (Fig. 8, dashed line). For compar-
ison, the dotted line in Figure 8 has been computed with the dif-
fusionmodel using�log T ¼ 0:22 andDmix ¼ 8 ; 108 cm2 s�1.
Also, compare our Figure 2 with Figure 4 from Denissenkov
& VandenBerg (2003a). The ratio between the enhancement
factors 25 and 15, adjusted for the low-mass red giant models
of different metallicities, is even smaller than the one between
our empirically constrained limits for the diffusion coefficient:
Dmix ¼ 8 ; 108 and 4 ; 108 cm2 s�1.

Figure 7 shows element abundance profiles, �-gradients, and
diffusivities for two rotating stellar models withM ¼ 1:35M�,
Z ¼ 0:0188, and f" ¼ 0:00075 located close to their bump lumi-
nosity. Compared to the case of metal-poor red giants, the only
important qualitative distinction here is the additional hump in
the �-gradient profile at Mr/M� � 0:2535 in the upper RGB
model clearly seen in Figure 7d. It is built up by H abundance
variations that accompany the 12C-to-14N transformation (see
Fig. 7b). Because of this hump, the vertical turbulent diffusion
cannot approach as close to the HBS as in the low-metallicity
case. It can hardly reach a peak in the 13C abundance profile

Fig. 6.—Observational data on (4/�)v sin i for M67 stars (open circles: MS
stars; filled circles: MS turnoff, subgiant, and lower RGB stars) fromMelo et al.
(2001) and theoretical dependencies of vrot on (B� V )0. Solid line: 4 ; 109 yr
rotational isochrone for Z ¼ 0:0188. Dot–short-dashed line: Rotational evo-
lution of our 1.35 M� model. Both lines are computed under the assumption of
constant specific angular momentum in each stellar mass shell for the initial
rotation parameter f" ¼ 0:00075. Short-dashed line: 4 ; 109 yr isochrone with
the initial velocity vrot � 10 km s�1 computed assuming solid-body rotation
inside all of the M � 1:1 M� models used to construct it. For comparison, the
dot–long-dashed and long-dashed lines represent the evolution of the 1.35 M�
model for the cases of differential and solid-body rotation, respectively, but for
the initial velocity vrot � 40 km s�1.

Fig. 7.—Profiles of some element abundances (mass fractions in panels [a]
and [b]), �-gradients, and diffusivities (panels [c] and [d ]) near the HBS in two
rotating RGB models with M ¼ 1:35 M�, Z ¼ 0:0188, and the initial rotation
parameter f" ¼ 0:00075. The models are located immediately above (panels [b]
and [d ]) and below (panels [a] and [c]) the bump luminosity. In panels (c) and
(d ), the �-gradients are plotted by solid lines, thermal diffusivity K by long-
dashed lines, and coefficients of the vertical turbulent diffusion Dv (these are
given by eq. [1] for the enhancement factor fv ¼ 15) by dot-dashed lines. Ver-
tical line segments in panel (d ) point to the extra mixing depths specified by
parameters� log T ¼ 0:19 (dotted line) and 0.22 (dashed line), as well as to the
depth determined by eq. (4) (solid line).

7 Denissenkov & VandenBerg (2003a) used a fixed Dmix profile proportional
to Dv in the bump luminosity model.
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(Fig. 7b). At the same location, the 12C depletion just sets in. This
may explain why in the solar-metallicity case canonical extramix-
ing only produces modest changes of the surface 12C/13C ratio
(Fig. 8).

To summarize, multiplying the diffusion coefficient Dv from
Maeder &Meynet (1996) by a factor of fv ¼ 20 	 5, we can sat-
isfactorily reproduce the observed evolutionary variations of the
surface 12C/13C isotopic ratio and abundances of Li, C, and N
in the field metal-poor upper RGB stars (Fig. 2), as well as the
scanty 12C/13C data for the upper RGB and clump stars in the
old solar-metallicity open clusterM67 (Fig. 8). This can only be
done under the assumption of differential rotation in both the
low-mass MS ancestors of these evolved stars and the convec-
tive envelopes of red giants. Otherwise, one has to search for an
alternative mechanism of canonical extra mixing.

Interestingly, our two models of canonical extra mixing (the
diffusion model and the shear instability model) predict qualita-
tively different evolutionary changes of the surface Li abundance
near the RGB tip. Whereas in the first model log "( 7Li) remains
very low, in the second model log "( 7Li) resumes its post–first
dredge-up value and even exceeds it toward the RGB tip (com-
pare top panels in our Fig. 2 and in Fig. 4 from Denissenkov &
VandenBerg 2003a). This difference is due to a considerable in-
crease of the diffusion coefficient Dv / K (eq. [1]) in the second
model caused by a growth of the thermal diffusivity K with the
luminosity and the assumed constancy ofDmix in the first model.
The larger diffusion coefficient leads to some Li production via
the 7Be mechanism. This new result can explain the higher Li
abundances in clump stars compared to those in red giants dis-
cussed by Pasquini et al. (2001).

Now we want to comment on the required enhancement of
Dv. We can formally comply with this requirement by choosing
a value of the critical Richardson number Ric larger than 1

4

instead of taking fv31. Indeed, the modern models of shear-
driven turbulence do predict that Ric should be at least 4 (Canuto
2002) or even 6.4 (Brüggen & Hillebrandt 2001) times as large
as its classical value. If we accept this, then the enhancement
factor fv in equation (1) has only to be as large as �20/6:4 � 3
for our model to reproduce the observations. It should also be
noted that equation (1) takes into consideration only the largest
turbulent eddies. Allowing for eddies from the whole turbulent
spectrumwould increase the coefficientDv in a similar way as the
full spectrum of turbulence model (Canuto & Mazzitelli 1991)
generates much more vigorous convection than the mixing-
length theory.
Regarding the depth of shear mixing given by equation (4),

it is directly constrained by the kinetic energy of differential ro-
tation available to do work against the buoyancy force. It is our
assumption of � increasing with depth in the convective en-
velopes of low-mass red giants and in their MS ancestors that
allows shear mixing to approach close enough to the HBS. In
order to reconcile this assumption with the well-established fact
of the Sun’s solid-body rotation, we refer to the recent work of
Talon & Charbonnel (2004), according to which, in a solar-type
star, angular momentum can be extracted from its radiative
core by internal gravity waves generated in its convective enve-
lope. The efficiency of this process should depend on the thick-
ness of the convective envelope. Therefore, we hypothesize that
rotation-induced extra mixing may only work in those red giants
whose MS ancestors had shallower convective envelopes than
the Sun. Indeed, both of our ZAMS models, the one with M ¼
1:35 M� and Z ¼ 0:0188 and that with M ¼ 0:85 M� and Z ¼
0:0005, possess much thinner convective envelopes than the solar
ZAMSmodel [log (Mce/M�) ¼ �3:92,�2.32 and�1.62, respec-
tively]. Thus, we conjecture that metal-rich stars withM P 1:2M�
might not experience canonical extra mixing on the RGB at all
because their MS ancestors had thick surface convective zones
and, as a result, nearly solid-body internal rotation, like the Sun.
To test this hypothesis, it is necessary to determine 12C/13C ratios
in upper RGB stars of an open cluster older than M67. A good
candidate for these purposes is the open cluster NGC 6791. It has
½Fe/H� ¼ þ0:4 and an age of (8:0 	 0:5) ; 109 yr (Chaboyer et al.
1999).

4. ENHANCED EXTRA MIXING IN GIANT
COMPONENTS OF TIDALLY LOCKED BINARIES

Given that enhanced extra mixing is deeper than the canon-
ical one, it may penetrate the layers in outskirts of the HBS in
which not only 12C but also 16O is depleted in the CNO cycle
and where 23Na is produced in the reaction 22Ne( p, �)23Na
(Denissenkov&VandenBerg 2003a). Therefore, enhanced extra
mixing in the extinct upper RGB stars that were slightly more
massive (0:9PM /M�P2) than theMS turnoff stars in the present-
day globular clusters (M � 0:8 0:9 M�) might have been one
of the yet unidentified primordial sources of the global O-Na
anticorrelation in globular cluster stars (Denissenkov & Weiss
2004).
For the binary star case, we consider two basic stellar models:

a solar-metallicity one with M ¼ 1:7 M� and a metal-poor one
withM ¼ 1:0M� and Z ¼ 0:0005. The first model has the mass
and metallicity typical for both Li-rich K giants and a sample of
chromospherically active late-type giants, primaries of the RS
CanumVenaticorum (CVn) binarieswhose relevance to the prob-
lem of enhanced extra mixing will be discussed later. The second
model represents a low-mass star that had completed its life in the
past in a moderately metal-poor globular cluster. Both models
will be ‘‘placed’’ into close binary systems with less massive

Fig. 8.—12C/13C isotopic ratios in theM67 evolved stars measured by Gilroy
& Brown (1991) (symbols with arrows and error bars). Filled circles are RGB
stars, while open circles are clump stars. Solid line: Decrease of 12C/13C pro-
duced by the standard first dredge-up for the model star withM ¼ 1:35M� and
Z ¼ 0:0188. Dotted line: Results of our computations in which extra mixing on
the upper RGB has been simulated using the diffusion model with the depth and
rate parameters:� log T ¼ 0:22 and Dmix ¼ 8 ; 108 cm2 s�1. Dashed line: Our
rotating evolutionary model with extra mixing modeled by the vertical turbulent
diffusion (the diffusion coefficient from eq. [1] with the enhancement factor
fv ¼ 15). The initial rotation parameter was f" ¼ 0:00075.
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stellar companions. Our main goal is to find out to what notice-
able photometric and composition anomalies the tidal spin-up of
these models may lead on the RGB.

4.1. Description of Tidal Interaction in a Binary System

4.1.1. Basic Equations

If the initial separation between low-mass stellar components
of a binary system is too small, then the primary star can fill its
Roche lobe before having reached the RGB tip. In this case, the
radius of the red giant primary has an upper limit constrained by
the Roche lobe radius R � RL ¼ E(q)a, where a is the binary
semimajor axis, q ¼ m/M is its mass ratio (secondary over pri-
mary), and, according to Eggleton (1983),

E qð Þ � 0:49

0:6þ q2=3 ln 1þ q�1=3ð Þ
:

The dashed line in Figure 3 delineates the maximum surface ro-
tational velocity of a red giant that fills its Roche lobe in a binary
system with M ¼ 1:7 M�, q ¼ 0:5, and an orbital period P, the
latter being related to a via Kepler’s third law

a

R�

� �
¼ 4:207P

2=3
d

M

M�

� �1=3

1þ qð Þ1=3; ð6Þ

where Pd is the period in days. We see that all stars but one lie
below this line. The only outlier is the G5 III star HD 21018. It
has v sin i ¼ 22:7 km s�1 and the lithium abundance log "( 7Li) ¼
2:93 (Hartoog 1978). It is most likely to be an intermediate-mass
(M k 2:5M�) star crossing the Hertzsprung gap on its way from
the MS to the RGB region. Its location on the CMD (Fig. 9,
asterisk) confirms our hypothesis. Thus, it may still preserve its
initial high Li abundance, while the large value of v sin i may be
a signature of its previous fast rotation characteristic of the MS
B-type stars.

In our work, the tidal evolution of orbital and rotational pa-
rameters of binary star systems is modeled using differential
equations derived by Hut (1981). Hut has elaborated on the
weak friction model of Alexander (1973), which assumes that
the tidal humps in a gravitationally distorted rotating star have
their equilibrium shape, as described by Zahn (1977), but with
a constant time lag between the moment when the tidally de-
formed equipotential surface has been formed in the absence of
dissipation and the current binary star configuration. For the
sake of simplicity, we only consider the tidal evolution of pri-
mary stars possessing convective envelopes in binary systems
with zero eccentricity. In this case, only the spin rotation of the
primary and the binary semimajor axis are affected by the tidal
interaction, their changes being controlled by the following
equations:

d�

dt
¼ 3

k

tF

q2

r2g

R

a

� �6

(!� �); ð7Þ

da

dt
¼ �6

k

tF
q(1þ q)

R

a

� �8

a
!� �

!
; ð8Þ

where

tF � tconv �
MR2

L

� �1=3

¼ 0:4304
M=M�ð Þ R=R�ð Þ2

L=L�ð Þ

" #1=3

yr

ð9Þ

is a characteristic time of viscous friction, which approximately
equals the convective timescale (Zahn 1977; friction experi-
enced by the tidal humps is produced by the convective turbulent
viscosity in the envelope), L is the primary star’s luminosity, rg
is its radius of gyration that determines the total angular mo-
mentum I ¼ r 2gMR2, and � and ! are its spin and orbital an-
gular velocities.

Equations (7) and (8) contain the apsidal motion constant of
the primary

k ¼ 3� � a Rð Þ½ �
2 2þ � a Rð Þ½ �f g

: ð10Þ

The structural function �(a) can be obtained by integrating the
differential equation of Radau (e.g., Claret & Willems 2002):

a
d�

da
þ 6

�

�
� þ 1ð Þ þ � � � 1ð Þ ¼ 6; ð11Þ

with the boundary condition �(0) ¼ 0. Here �(a) is the primary’s
density profile and �(a) is the average density inside the equi-
potential surface (isobar), whose rotationally distorted shape8 is
described as

r ¼ a 1� " að ÞP2 cos 	ð Þ½ � � a;

Fig. 9.—Dashed lines: Evolutionary tracks of single solar-metallicity stars.
Their masses are indicated on the left from the tracks. Solid line: Evolution of
the 1.7 M� star placed into a binary system with q ¼ 0:5 and a ¼ 80 R�. Its
initial rotation is specified by the parameter f" ¼ 0:00075. After having been
tidally spun up on the lower RGB, this binary star makes an extended bump
luminosity zigzag betweenMV � 0:7 and�1.5. Filled circles: RS CVn binaries
that have nearly solar metallicities and estimated masses 1:5PM /M�P1:7
(Fekel et al. 2002; Morel et al. 2004; Fekel & Henry 2005). Each of them has
almost equal rotational and orbital periods that correspond to a � 50 or�80 R�.
Open circles: Binary red giants with circularized orbits from Fig. 3. Asterisk:
Star HD 21018 that lies above the dashed line in Fig. 3.

8 According to Kippenhahn & Thomas (1970), within a high accuracy the
structural changes of stars in tidally locked binaries are caused by their rotation
and not by tidal forces. Therefore, we do not take into account the tidal effects on
the primary’s structure and evolution.
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where P2 is the Legendre polynomial of order 2, 	 is the co-
latitude, and

" ¼ � að Þ2a3
3GMP

is the ratio of the equatorial centrifugal acceleration to gravity
divided by 3, with MP being the mass inside the isobar P. The
quantities � and " are related to each other via � ¼ (d ln "/d ln a).

The quantity " has already been used to set up differential
rotation in our ZAMS models (eq. [5]). In our solar-metallicity
ZAMSmodel withM ¼ 1:7M�, the initial� profile is specified
by the same parameter f" ¼ 0:00075 as in our single star model
withM ¼ 1:35M� in x 3. It results in the surface rotational ve-
locity vrot � 10 km s�1. In fact, MS stars withM k 1:4M� have
extremely thin surface convective zones; therefore, their rota-
tion is not thought to experience magnetic braking (or any other
type of braking whose efficiency depends on the thickness of
the convective envelope). Hence, our 1.7M�model should have
been assigned vrot � 100 km s�1 instead of 10 km s�1, and it
should have rotated as the solid body. However, this inconsis-
tency does not matter when we study the evolution of this model
star as a primary in a close binary system because, after having
been synchronized with its orbital rotation on the RGB, the
primary will acquire a surface rotational velocity by far exceed-
ing what it would have if it were a single star. Thus, the informa-
tion about its previous surface rotation will be completely lost.
What really matters is that our differentially rotating ZAMS
model has approximately the same value of � within its inner
region, which will be occupied by the radiative zone on the up-
per RGB, that it would have if it rotated as a solid body with
vrot � 100 km s�1. Indeed, in Figure 10 the long-dashed horizontal

line shows the uniform rotation profile with vrot � 100 km s�1,
while the dot–long-dashed line presents the � profile obtained
using equation (5) with f" ¼ 0:00075. Both profiles almost co-
incide at Mr < 0:4 M�. Therefore, under the assumption of the
conservation of the specific angular momentum j in each mass
shell, including convective regions, radiative zones of the single
RGBmodels that have started their evolution on the ZAMS with
these two different rotation profiles (the uniform one with vrot �
100 km s�1, and the differential one with vrot � 10 km s�1) will
possess similar differential rotation. The dot–short-dashed line
in Figure 10 demonstrates the rotation profile in the bump lumi-
nosity model obtained from the initial dot–long-dashed profile
assuming j(t; Mr) ¼ j(0; Mr) for 0 � Mr � M. For compari-
son, the short-dashed horizontal line gives the uniform � profile
resulting from the initial long-dashed one assuming the solid-
body rotation of the whole star during its entire evolution. In all
of the cases, the total angular momentum is conserved. Since the
bulk of the red giant’s angular momentum is contained in its con-
vective envelope, the short-dashed line also approximates quite
well the envelope rotation (on the right of the vertical dotted line)
in the alternative case, which we did not consider, in which j is
only conserved in radiative regions, while � is maintained con-
stant in convective regions. In that case, as we mentioned, the
radiative zone would rotate much slower than in the case rep-
resented by the dot–short-dashed line (compare the values of �
on the short-dashed and dot–short-dashed profiles at the BCE).
Before ‘‘placing’’ our models into binary systems, we have

computed their single stellar evolution. For themetal-poormodel
(M ¼ 0:85 M�, Z ¼ 0:0005), the initial internal � profile has
been specified by the same parameter f" ¼ 0:0003 as in x 3. Dur-
ing the single stellar evolution computations, we were tabulat-
ing the quantities R, k, and rg as functions of age and luminosity.
On the RGB, the ratio k/r2g has been found to decrease very
slightly, from about 0.5 to nearly 0.2 for both models. Hence,
from equations (7) and (9) we can estimate the primary’s syn-
chronization time (the time after which � � !) as

tsyn �
tF

q2
a

R

� �6

� 0:4304
M=M�ð Þ R=R�ð Þ2

L=L�ð Þ

" #1=3

q�2 a

R

� �6

yr: ð12Þ

Furthermore, for values of qk0:5, the product in front of the
last term in equation (12) does not deviate much from unity dur-
ing the entire evolution of our models from the subgiant branch
to the RGB tip. Therefore, for binaries with the mass ratio 0:5P
q < 1, one can use the simpler estimate tsyn � (a/R)6 yr. Since
the low-mass stars spend a time of the order of 108 yr on the
RGB, only primary stars in the binaries with aP 20R are ex-
pected to get synchronized on this evolutionary stage. If we
want our primary to be tidally spun up already on the lower
RGB, where RP10 R�, we should only consider the binaries
with aP200 R�, or, in other words, only those with Pd P300
(eq. [6]).

4.1.2. Choosing a Rotation Profile in the Convective Envelope

Unfortunately, we do not know how rotation, convection, and
tidal friction interact with each other in the red giant’s envelope.
Even three-dimensional hydrodynamical simulations will hardly
be able to model such a complex situation with confidence in the
nearest future. Therefore, we cannot do anything else but make
some plausible assumptions about the outcome of this interac-
tion and use as many relevant observational data as possible to

Fig. 10.—Dot–long-dashed and dot–short-dashed lines: ZAMS and bump
luminosity � profiles in the single model star with M ¼ 1:7 M�, Z ¼ 0:0188,
and initial rotation parameter f" ¼ 0:00075 rotating differentially (with the spe-
cific angular momentum conserved in each mass shell). Long-dashed and short-
dashed lines: ZAMS and bump luminosity � profiles in the same model, but for
the case of its evolution with uniform rotation starting on the ZAMS with vrot �
100 km s�1. Solid line segments: Orbital angular velocities !1 ¼ 0:2834 and
!2 ¼ 0:1400 (in units of 10�5 rad s�1) for binary systems with a 1.7 M� pri-
mary component, the same mass ratio q ¼ 0:5, but with different semimajor
axes a ¼ 50 and 80 R�, respectively. Vertical dotted line: Location of the BCE
in the bump luminosity models.
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constrain our assumptions. We should also choose rotation pro-
files and parameters of extra mixing in our binary red giant mod-
els consistent with those employed in x 3 for the single star case.

In Figure 11 we have plotted� profiles in our solar-metallicity
1.7 M� lower RGB models that started their evolution (on the
ZAMS), either as a single or a binary star, with the same rotation
parameter f" ¼ 0:00075, and so with the same value of vrot, but
for which different assumptions about the rotation law in their
convective envelopes were made. All of the models except that
plotted with the short-dashed line have reached nearly the same
evolutionary point immediately below the bump luminosity.
The dot-dashed line gives the � profile in the single star model.
Long-dashed, solid, and short-dashed lines show internal rota-
tion of red giants in binaries with the same initial parameters:
q ¼ 0:5, a ¼ 80 R�. The dotted line has q ¼ 0:5 and a ¼ 50R�.

The long-dashed line is obtained under the assumption that,
after the corotation has been achieved (� ¼ !) as a result of
tidal interaction in the close binary, the whole convective en-
velope of the red giant rotates as the solid body, i.e., �(r) ¼ !
forRBCE � r � R. However, in this case the radiative zonewould
rotate slower than in the single star case [compare the parts of
the dot-dashed and long-dashed lines just beneath the BCE, at
log (R/R�)P�0:2]. Given that on the RGB hydrogen-rich ma-
terial is slowly moving from the convective envelope to the he-
lium core through the radiative zone and the specific angular
momentum is assumed to be conserved in this zone, we antic-
ipate that, in the more evolved models, the � profile developed
from that represented by the long-dashed line will be parallel to
the dot-dashed line ( like the short-dashed line showing the ad-
vanced evolution of the solid line), but it will entirely lie below
it. In that case, since we assume that Dmix / �2 (e.g., eq. [1]),
the rate of extra mixing would be reduced compared to the ca-
nonical case, in spite of the red giant’s faster surface rotation.
This seems to be at odds with the reported very high percentage

of Li-rich giants among rapidly rotating stars (Drake et al. 2002)
and the necessity to enhanceDmix from�109 to�1011 cm2 s�1 in
order to enable the 7Bemechanism (Denissenkov&Herwig 2004).
Therefore, we reject the� profile represented by the long-dashed
line as implausible.

In x 3 we have made the assumption that even convective
envelopes of single stars rotate differentially, with the specific
angular momentum conserved in each mass shell inside them,
during the entire evolution from the ZAMS. Without that as-
sumption, rotational mixing driven by the secular shear insta-
bility in the radiative zones of upper RGB stars would be too
weak to be identified with canonical extra mixing. At the same
time, we admit that tidal interaction in a close binary system
with a red giant component can enforce solid-body rotation of at
least an outer part of its convective envelope. Making an appeal
to observational data, we first notice that some of the chro-
mospherically active late-type giants in the RS CVn binaries
(for instance, those shown as filled circles in Fig. 9) have almost
equal orbital and rotational periods. This means that their sur-
face layers have already been spun up by the tidal drag force to
the orbital angular velocity,�(R) ¼ !. Although we know noth-
ing about their internal rotation in the convective envelope below
the surface, it is natural to think that the same tidal force induces
corotation of their subsurface convective layers as well, at least
down to some depth Rcor, i.e.,�(r) ¼ ! for Rcor � r � R, where
RBCE < Rcor < R. We have seen that the assumption of Rcor ¼
RBCE (Fig. 11, long-dashed line) appears to be wrong if we want
to explain canonical extra mixing and the phenomenon of Li-rich
giants assuming that Dmix / �2 in both cases.

The idea that Rcor ¼ R while j ¼ const in the convective
envelope is not good either because in that case rotation of the
red giant’s radiative zone near the HBS �(Rc) could easily be-
come supercritical. Indeed, if in the whole radiative zone j ¼
const as well, then

" rð Þ
"crit

� 7:3 ; 10�4 R=R�ð Þ2 vrot=10 km s�1ð Þ2

Mr=M�ð Þ r=R�ð Þ : ð13Þ

The hydrogen-burning shell always stays at r � Rc � 0:02 R�,
and the helium core mass in stars located close to the bump
luminosity is Mr � 0:3 M�, which results in "(r)/"crit �
0:12(R/R�)

2(vrot/10 km s�1)2. Thus, in a binary RGB star that
has reached a corotation at the surface with vrot ¼ 10 km s�1

(Fig. 3 shows that this velocity is still less than the maximum
possible value), rotation near the HBS could become critical
already for R � 2:9 R�, i.e., far below the bump luminosity.
This disagrees with the presence of corotating binary red giants
close to and even above the bump luminosity.

Equations (7) and (8) were derived assuming for simplicity
that � ¼ const throughout the convective envelope. This may
be a good assumption for thin convective envelopes, but an
RGB star has a very thick convective envelope with R/RBCE 31.
We can divide it into a number of thin spherical layers and con-
sider them as rotating independently of one another. This ap-
proach is consistent with the assumption of differentially rotating
convective envelopes made for single giants. If the tidal drag
force had not varied along the radius inside the convective enve-
lope, then it would have been natural to think that all of the layers
get synchronized at the same time. However, the transverse com-
ponent of the tidal force strongly depends on r (Hut 1981),

F	 ¼ 3MR
k

tF
q2

r

a

� �7

�� !ð Þ: ð14Þ

Fig. 11.—Bump luminosity and later � profiles in a differentially rotating
star withM ¼ 1:7M�, Z ¼ 0:0188, and initial rotation parameter f" ¼ 0:00075.
Dot-dashed line: in a single star; solid line: in a binary star with q ¼ 0:5 and
a ¼ 80 R�. It is assumed that only an upper part of the convective envelope is
spun up by the tidal force (for details, see text). Short-dashed line: Later profile
evolved from the solid one. Long-dashed line: In the same binary star, but under
the assumption that rotation of the whole convective envelope has been tidally
synchronized. Dotted line: Binary star with q ¼ 0:5 and a ¼ 50 R�.
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Therefore, the deeper convective layers are most likely to get
synchronized much later than the layers near the surface.

In our work, � profiles in convective envelopes of RGB
model stars in close binary systems are computed as follows:

1. Using the values of R, k, and rg tabulated as functions of
age and luminosity during the computations of the single stellar
evolution, we first solve equations (7) and (8) for a specified set
of parameters q and a; this gives us dependencies of vrot on L (or
MV) and �/! on R, like those plotted in Figures 12 and 13 for
our solar-metallicity 1.7 M� model in a binary system with the
mass ratio q ¼ 0:5 (dashed lines are obtained for a ¼ 50 R�
[P � 25 days],while solid lines are for a ¼ 80R� [P � 50 days]);
in Figure 12, solid and dashed lines are computed (i.e., eqs. [7] and
[8] are solved) starting with a subgiant model that has R ¼ 3 R�,
assuming that initially � ¼ 0, while dot-dashed and dotted lines
are for � ¼ 2:5 ; 10�5 rad s�1 (this value of � extrapolates to
vrot � 100 km s�1 back on the ZAMS).

2. From Figure 13, we can read the star’s radius Rcor at which
�/! ¼ 0:9; for the sake of simplicity, we assume that precisely
at the moment when R ¼ Rcor the star’s surface comes to co-
rotation with the binary orbital motion; we find that Rcor � 3:9
and �6.7 R� for a ¼ 50 and 80 R�, respectively (Fig. 13).

3. Now we ‘‘place’’ our model star into a binary system; until
the star’s radius R < Rcor, its evolution is not considered to differ
from the single star case, in particular, the whole star including
its convective envelope is assumed to rotate differentially with
j(t; Mr) ¼ j(0; Mr); however, as soon as R � Rcor, the solid-
body rotation �(r) ¼ ! of the outer part of the convective en-
velope, in which Rcor � r � R, is enforced.

Our algorithm can create a faster rotating radiative zone in a
red giant component of a wider binary in spite of the fact that a

closer binary has a higher surface rotational velocity (compare
solid and dotted rotation profiles in Fig. 11). Indeed, if in the
case of a tidally spun-up RGB star the specific angular momen-
tum is still conserved in each mass shell with Rc � r � Rcor,
then the angular velocity in the radiative zone will depend on
the radius as �(r) ¼ !(Rcor/r)

2, where

! ¼ 6:274 ; 10�4 M

M�

� �1=2

1þ qð Þ1=2 a

R�

� ��3=2

rad s�1:

ð15Þ

Using this equation, for our solar-metallicity red giant model in
the binaries with a ¼ 50 and 80 R�we find !1 ¼ 0:2834 (Rcor ¼
3:9 R�) and !2 ¼ 0:1400 (Rcor ¼ 6:7 R�), respectively (both
velocities are expressed in units of 10�5 rad s�1 and plotted in
Fig. 10). Hence, at the same location in the radiative zone, the
red giant in the binary with a ¼ 80 R� rotates 1.5 times as fast
as the one in the binary with a ¼ 50 R�, in spite of the fact that
!2 < !1.

4.2. Possible Manifestations of Enhanced Extra Mixing

4.2.1. RS CVn Binaries

As primary constraints on possiblemanifestations of enhanced
extra mixing in giant components of tidally locked binaries, we
have chosen the latest observational data on the CMD locations,
rotational and orbital periods, rotational velocities, and surface
element abundances for a sample of late-type red giants in the
RS CVn binaries published by Fekel et al. (2002), Morel et al.
(2004), and Fekel & Henry (2005). These red giants are chromo-
spherically active stars whose activity is thought to be due to their
tidal spinning up that assists in generating strong magnetic fields
via a convective dynamo. In order to be sure that all stars in the
sample have achieved corotation, we select only those of them
that have almost equal spin and orbital periods. Thus, selected

Fig. 12.—Theoretical dependencies of the surface rotational velocity vrot on
MV for the solar-metallicity 1.7M� primary star in binaries with the same q ¼ 0:5
but different semimajor axes: a ¼ 50 (dashed and dotted lines) and 80 R� (solid
and dot-dashed lines). These are compared with locations of RS CVn binaries
(circles: data from Fekel et al. 2002; Morel et al. 2004; Fekel & Henry 2005).
Solid and dashed lines start with a subgiant model having R ¼ 3 R� and � ¼ 0,
while dot-dashed and dotted lines initially (at R ¼ 3 R�) have ��5 ¼ 2:5, which
extrapolates to vrot � 100 km s�1 back on the ZAMS. The evolution of vrot ¼ R�
and a due to the tidal interaction is followed by solving eqs. (7) and (8) as de-
scribed in the text.

Fig. 13.—Tidal evolution of the ratio of the spin and orbital angular veloc-
ities for a solar-metallicity 1.7M� primary star in a binary system with the same
q ¼ 0:5 but different semimajor axes: a ¼ 50 (dashed line) and 80 R� (solid
line). We define the corotation radius Rcor as the radius at which �/! ¼ 0:9.
During the subsequent evolution of the primary star, it is assumed that the part of
its convective envelope above Rcor rotates as a solid body with� ¼ !, while the
part at RBCE � r � Rcor still rotates differentially.
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objects are shown as filled circles in Figure 9. In the same figure,
we have plotted evolutionary tracks for single solar-metallicity
stars with masses 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 2, and 3M� (dashed lines). Look-
ing at Figure 9, one cannot help but notice that all eight of the
selected RS CVn binaries are located on the lower RGBs. This
striking photometric peculiarity has been emphasized by Morel
et al. (2004). To extend the size of the sample of late-type red
giants in tidally locked binaries, we have added a number of
K giants in binaries with circular orbits from Figure 3 to our se-
lected RS CVn systems (Fig. 9, open circles). We have used the
Hipparcos parallaxes and Tycho magnitudes from the online
catalog9 to estimate the absolute magnitudes MV of the addi-
tional stars. The data plotted in Figure 9 show that the majority
(15 out of 17) of the observed low-mass (M P 2M�) binary stars,
which are expected to experience extra mixing on the RGB and
are most likely to have synchronized their spin and orbital rota-
tion, are still located on the lower RGB. We show that this pho-
tometric peculiarity of the RS CVn and circularized binaries can
be explained by rotational effects in the radiative zones of their
tidally spun-up red giant components.

The solid line in Figure 9 is the evolutionary track of our
solar-metallicity 1.7M�model placed into a binary systemwith
q ¼ 0:5 and a ¼ 80 R�. As explained before, until the model’s
radius R stays below the corotation radius Rcor ¼ 6:7 R� (for
MV P 1:68 on the RGB), its evolution is not considered to differ
from that of the single star. In particular, the surface rotational
velocity vrot decreases in a way similar to that depicted by the
dot–short-dashed line in Figure 6. However, as soon as R ex-
ceeds Rcor, the outer part of the model’s convective envelope,
at Rcor � r � R, is enforced to rotate like a solid body with the
respective orbital velocity �(r) ¼ !2 (see Fig. 10). This means
that from themoment whenR becomes equal toRcor on the RGB
(MV � 1:68) the surface rotational velocity vrot of our model
starts to increase following the thin solid line in Figure 12. After
this moment, while the surface angular velocity of our binary
model’s single counterpart continues to decrease due to the con-
servation of the total angular momentum and the red giant’s ex-
pansion, the outer convective layers of our binary model keep
rotating at the same angular velocity !2 and its surface rota-
tional velocity vrot ¼ R!2 increases with R. By the bump lumi-
nosity, the ratio of !2 to �(R) for the single model grows up to
�10 (compare the dot-dashed and solid lines at the maximum r
in Fig. 11). At the BCE, this ratio is somewhat smaller because
in the convective envelope of the single model �(r) increases
with decreasing r all the way from R to RBCE, while in the binary
model �(r) is maintained equal to !2 from the surface down to
the depth Rcor. Beneath the BCE, the same difference between
the angular velocities for the binary and single star case that has
been settled at the BCE is slowly propagating through the ra-
diative zone, like a wave, during the subsequent stellar evolu-
tion (see the solid and short-dashed lines in Fig. 11).

Usually, when the HBS crosses the chemical composition
discontinuity left behind by the BCE at the end of the first
dredge-up, a low-mass star makes a tiny zigzag on the CMD,
like that outlined by a small square in Figure 4. However, in our
case of the solar-metallicity 1.7M� binary star the zigzag is found
to be unusually big (the solid line between MV � 0:7 and �1.5
in Fig. 9). This is a new result that is entirely due to rotational
effects. Indeed, in Figure 14a the corotation radius is varied from
2 to 8 R� , thus accelerating rotation of the radiative zone in the
bump luminositymodel of our 1.7M� binary star, while Figure 14b
demonstrates how the zigzag’s extent responds to the variations

of Rcor. These test computations have been done without extra
mixing, just with rotational effects on the stellar structure and
evolution included according to Denissenkov & VandenBerg
(2003b). The region in the CMD in which our binary star makes
the zigzag is comparable by its size with the area occupied by the
majority of the observed tidally locked binaries (Fig. 9). There-
fore, we surmise that it is the extended bump luminosity zigzags
produced by tidal spinning up of the convective envelopes and
underlying radiative zones that are responsible for the fact that
the late-type giant components of the synchronized binaries pre-
dominantly reside on the lower RGB. This hypothesis receives
further support if we compare the evolutionary times or differ-
ential luminosity functions of the single and binary model stars
in the vicinity of the bump luminosity. Whereas the time spent
by the single star (Fig. 15, thick line) between MV ¼ 2 and 0 is
109 million years, it takes 146 million years for the binary star
(Fig. 15, thin line) tomake the zigzag on the CMDwhen its mag-
nitudeMV first increases from 0.7 to 1.5 and then decreases back
to 0.7. Besides, the bump luminosity itself is shifted by�MV �
0:8 toward the subgiant branch in the binary star case, which
might explain the fact that the low-mass red giants in tidally locked
binaries ‘‘prefer’’ to reside on the lower RGB.

For seven out of our eight selected RSCVn binaries, measured
values of v sin i are available in the cited papers. Four binaries
have orbital periods close to 50 days, while the other three of
them have P � 25 days. In most cases, an estimated mass of the9 Available at http://archive.ast.cam.ac.uk.

Fig. 14.—Single and binary evolutionarymodels of a solar-metallicity 1.7M�
star with the corotation radii Rcor/R� ¼ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 (bottom to top). The
increase of Rcor causes the radiative zone to spin up (panel [a]), which makes the
effects of rotation on the model’s internal structure more pronounced, resulting in
a noticeable extension of the bump luminosity zigzag (panel [b]; in order not to
overlap each other, the tracks are shifted along the ordinate).
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primary component lies between 1.5 and 1.7 M�, and its met-
allicity�0:09 � ½Fe/H� � 0:12. That is why we have chosen the
solar-metallicity 1.7 M� model star placed in binaries with a ¼
50 (Pd � 25) and 80 R� (Pd � 50) as one of our basic binary
models. Note that for Pd ¼ 25 and 50, our binary 1.7M� model
with q ¼ 0:5 will start to transfer matter to its companion by
Roche lobe overflow atMV � �0:03 andMV � �0:65, respec-
tively, i.e., well above the observed location of the RS CVn bi-
naries in the CMD (Fig. 9). Therefore, their scarcity on upper
RGBs can hardly be attributed to a dissipation of their envelopes
on a short (dynamical) timescale in a common envelope event that
follows the Roche lobe overflow. Figure 12 shows that, within
observational errors, our solutions of equations (7) and (8), which
control the tidal evolution of the red giant’s angular velocity and
the binary’s semimajor axis, conformwith the observed locations
of the selected RS CVn binaries on the MV versus v sin i plane.

The tidal spin-up of the radiative zone may transform extra
mixing from its canonical to an enhanced mode, with the mixing
depth and rate increased proportionally to �2 according to equa-
tions (3) and (4). The dot-dashed lines in Figures 16b and 16d
demonstrate how the diffusion coefficient Dv from equation (1)
with fv ¼ 1 changes when the envelope material spun up by the
tidal force eventually arrives at theHBS in our 1.7M� upperRGB10

binary model. Comparing Figures 16c and 16d, we find that the
tidally enforced enhanced extramixing can dredge up some fresh
Na that is being synthesized from 22Ne in the HBS. This find-
ing is not surprising because it has already been predicted for
spun-upupperRGB stars byDenissenkov&VandenBerg (2003a).
What is really surprising is that Na overabundances of the right
magnitude have recently been reported in five out of our eight
selected RS CVn binaries by Morel et al. (2004). These are
plotted in Figure 17 against the Li abundances measured by the

same authors. They have applied non-LTE corrections to both
[Na/Fe] and log "(7Li). They have also claimed that ‘‘chromo-
spheric heating appears insufficient to account for the anoma-
lously high Na abundances.’’
We have included the effect of tidal spin-up on Dv in our

stellar evolution computations. The resulting enhanced extra
mixing produces the dashed line in Figure 17. This line corre-
sponds to the stellar evolution that starts at the bump luminosity,

Fig. 15.—Differential luminosity functions constructed using the evolution-
ary track of the single solar-metallicity 1.7 M� star (thick line) and the track of
the same star placed into the binary systemwith q ¼ 0:5 anda ¼ 80R� (thin line).
The time spent by the single star betweenMV ¼ 2 and 0 is 109million years, while
for the binary star it takes 146 million years to make an extended zigzag on the
CMDwhenMV increases from0.71 to 1.52 and thendecreases back to 0.71. For the
binary star, the bump luminosity is shifted toward the lower RGB by�MV � 0:8.

Fig. 16.—Profiles of some element abundances (panels [a] and [c]) and
diffusivities (panels [b] and [d]) in the single solar-metallicity 1.7 M� model star
(panels [a] and [b]) and in the same model placed into the binary system with
q ¼ 0:5 and a ¼ 80 R� (panels [c] and [d]). Both models are beyond the bump
luminosity. In panels (b) and (d), dot-dashed lines show the turbulent diffusion
coefficient given by eq. (1) for fv ¼ 1, dashed curves show the thermal diffusivity,
solid lines show the �-gradients, and dotted lines show the constant diffusion coef-
ficients for canonical (Dmix ¼ 109 cm2 s�1; panel [b]) and enhanced extra mixing
(Dmix ¼ 1011 cm2 s�1; panel [d]). Themixing depth is always constrained by eq. (4).

Fig. 17.—Peculiar combinations of the Li and Na abundances in RS CVn bi-
naries (circles), as reported by Morel et al. (2004), and their theoretical repro-
duction with our model of enhanced extra mixing in the solar-metallicity 1.7M�
binary red giant. The dashed line is obtained using the diffusion coefficient given
by eq. (1) with fv ¼ 20, while the solid line is obtained for the constant coefficient
Dmix ¼ 1011 cm2 s�1 with the mixing depth from eq. (4). Dotted line segments
delimit regions of the bump luminosity zigzag extended by fast rotation.

10 We still call ‘‘the upper RGB models’’ those spun-up binary red giants
in which the HBS has erased the composition discontinuity left behind by the
BCE at the end of the first dredge-up in spite of the fact that they can reside on
the lower RGB for quite a long time thereafter.
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includes the rotationally extended zigzag along the lower RGB,
and ends well above the bump luminosity. However, since most
of the tidally synchronized binary red giants (including all eight
of our selected RS CVn binaries) in Figure 9 are still located in
the zigzag region, only the part of the dashed line that corre-
sponds to the evolution before the end of the zigzag should be
compared with the observational data points (a region between
dotted line segments in Fig. 17). By the end of this part, [Na/Fe]
reaches 0.36 and log "(7Li) accumulates only �0.6 after its ini-
tial drop by more than 3 orders of magnitude. These values are
smaller than the observed abundances.

A much better result (Fig. 17, solid line) is obtained with the
constant diffusion coefficient Dmix ¼ 1011 cm2 s�1 (Fig. 16d,
dotted line). In this case, we have actually made three simpli-
fying assumptions: (1) that canonical extra mixing has oper-
ated with the constant diffusion coefficient Dmix¼109 cm2 s�1

(Fig. 16b, dotted line), which is close to the semiempirical val-
ues estimated by Denissenkov & VandenBerg (2003a); (2) the
tidal synchronization of our binary red giant model has increased
� in its radiative zone exactly by the factor of 10, which is even
slightly less than the ratio between the � profiles for the binary
and single star case seen in Figure 11; and (3) like Dmix from
equation (3), our uniform diffusion coefficient scales as Dmix /
�2. It is important to note that, notwithstanding these approxima-
tions, the mixing depth has yet been determined by equation (4)
because we believe firmly that it is constrained by the kinetic en-
ergy available from differential rotation of the radiative zone.

The difference between the dashed and solid line in Figure 17
is mainly due to the behavior of the Li abundance, which can be
explained by the same reason why log "( 7Li) changes differently
in a single star on the upper RGB toward the RGB tip in the sec-
ular shear instability and simple diffusion model of canonical
extra mixing (compare top panels in our Fig. 2 and in Fig. 4 from
Denissenkov & VandenBerg 2003a). In the first case, Dmix is
proportional to the thermal diffusivity K (eq. [3]) that strongly
decreases with the luminosity when our tidally spun-up red giant
descends along the extended bump luminosity zigzag (Fig. 9,
solid line). Thus, on the one hand, the tidal spinning up tends to
enhance Dmix because Dmix / �2, but on the other hand, the
effect of fast rotation on the red giant’s internal structure causes
its luminosity, and hence the value of K in the radiative zone, to
drop, so the resulting mixing rateDmix / �2K turns out to be too
slow, compared to the case of constant Dmix ¼ 1011 cm2 s�1, to
produce and support (via the 7Be mechanism) as high Li abun-
dance as in the RS CVn binaries (Fig. 17). Of course, if, in con-
cordancewith their apparent residence on the lower RGB (Fig. 9),
the RS CVn binaries have not reached their bump luminosities
yet, then their surface Li abundances are in good agreement with
those predicted by the standard theory for the first dredge-up
(solid line at ½Na/Fe� < 0:05 in Fig. 17). However, in that case,
RS CVn binaries would not have had as large Na overabun-
dances as those reported by Morel et al. (2004). A spectroscopic
determination of CN abundances in the giant components of the
RS CVn binaries could verify our hypothesis of enhanced extra
mixing in these stars. Indeed, if all the assumptions made are
correct, then, according to our computations, these stars should
have 12C/13C � 3:9, ½C/Fe� � �1:8, and ½N/Fe� � 0:63 instead
of the standard post–first dredge-up values of 12C/13C � 25,
½C/Fe� � �0:17, and ½N/Fe� � 0:30.

4.2.2. Binary Red Giants in Globular Clusters

The problem of Na overabundances in RS CVn binaries and
its possible solution proposed by us may be related to the long-
standing problem of star-to-star abundance variations of C, N,

O, Na, Mg, and Al in globular clusters. At present, there are no
doubts that a sizeable component of those variations originated
from hydrostatic hydrogen burning in more massive stars that
had completed their lives in the past. Indeed, first, there are cor-
relations between overabundances of N, Na, and Al and deficits
of C, O, and Mg as if all of them resulted from simultaneous
operation of the CNO, NeNa, andMgAl cycle. Second, the same
abundance variations that are seen in red giants are also found in
subgiant andMS stars, the latter evidently having too low central
temperatures to produce these variations in situ. Hence, some of
the globular cluster MS stars must have accreted large amounts
of material (or they have entirely been formed of it) processed
in H burning that had been ejected by now extinct stars into the
interstellar medium of globular clusters.

Figures 18 and 19 give nice examples of the O-Na anticor-
relation and Na-Al correlation for large samples of red giants in
the globular clusters M3 (circles) and M13 (triangles) recently
updated by Sneden et al. (2004). If we take ½O/Fe�init ¼ 0:3,
½Na/Fe�init¼�0:2, and ½Al/Fe�init¼�0:2 as the initial abundances
in those M3 and M13 MS stars that were not polluted by their
moremassive cluster mates, and ½O/Fe�acc ¼ �1:0, ½Na/Fe�acc ¼
0:7, and ½Al/Fe�acc ¼ 1:2 as the most extreme abundances in the
material accreted by some of the cluster MS stars, then both
correlations can be considered as simple mixtures of a (1� x)
fraction of the material with the initial abundances and an x frac-
tion of the (accreted) material with the most extreme abundances
(Figs. 18 and 19, solid lines; dots on the lines mark the values of
x from 0 to 1 with the increment 0.1). Hence, the next question is
what H-burning stars were capable of producing those extreme
abundances of O, Na, and Al. There are two alternative answers
to this question: (1) intermediate-mass (4–6M�) asymptotic giant

Fig. 18.—O-Na anticorrelation in red giants in the globular clusters M3
(circles) and M13 (triangles) from a recent update by Sneden et al. (2004). Filled
symbols: Stars with lower surface gravities (higher luminosities). Solid line:
Simplemixture of a (1� x) fraction of material with the abundances ½O/Fe�init ¼
0:3, ½Na/Fe�init ¼ �0:2 and an x fraction of material with ½O/Fe�acc ¼ �1:0,
½Na/Fe�acc ¼ 0:7 (dots on the curve mark values of x from 0 to 1 with the in-
crement 0.1). The dashed line is obtained with our model of tidally enforced en-
hanced extra mixing in a red giant withM ¼ 1:0M�, Y ¼ 0:24, Z ¼ 0:0005, and
f" ¼ 0:0003 in a binary system with q ¼ 0:3 and a ¼ 50 R�. It is computed using
the diffusion coefficient given by eq. (1) with fv ¼ 20. The dotted line presents
a test case in which� in the radiative zone has been increased by the factor of 25
as compared to the single star case.
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branch (AGB) stars (e.g., Ventura&D’Antona 2005), or (2) upper
RGB stars that had been more massive (say, 0:9 < M /M�P 2)
than the present-day globular cluster MS turnoff stars and that
had experienced enhanced extra mixing caused by their tidal
spin-up in binary systems (Denissenkov & VandenBerg 2003a;
Denissenkov & Weiss 2004).

Since the first alternative is not without its shortcomings
(e.g., when destroying O in intermediate-mass AGB stars the
[hydrogen] hot bottom burning depletes 24Mg even stronger
[Denissenkov & Herwig 2003]; it also keeps ½C/Fe�k�0:5
[Denissenkov & Weiss 2004]; besides, the third dredge-up in
AGB stars should increase the total abundance ofC+N+O [Fenner
et al. 2004]; none of these theoretical predictions are supported
by observations), the second idea is worth developing. Pursuing
this goal, we have computed the evolution of the 1M� star with
the heliummass fraction Y ¼ 0:24 and Z ¼ 0:0005, which gives
a metallicity [Fe/H] close to those of bothM3 (½Fe/H� ¼ �1:57)
andM13 (½Fe/H� ¼ �1:54). In order to simulate tidally enforced
enhanced extra mixing, this model star has been placed into a
binary system with q ¼ 0:3 and a ¼ 50 R�. We used the same
computational method and approximations as in the case of RS
CVn binaries. The initial rotation parameter was f" ¼ 0:0003,
as in our 0.85 M� single star model with Z ¼ 0:0005, and the
enhancement factor in equation (3) was fv ¼ 20. The computed
evolution of the O and Na surface abundances is shown in Fig-
ure 18with a dashed line. In order to produce enoughAl (Fig. 19,
dashed line), we had to make the same additional assumptions as
in Denissenkov & Tout (2000), namely, (1) the initial abundance
of the 25Mg isotope was increased to ½25Mg/Fe�init ¼ 1:2 com-
pared to the scaled solar ratio, and (2) the reaction 26Alg( p, �)27Si
was sped up by the factor of 103 compared to its rate fromAngulo
et al. (1999).

Comparing the binary red giant evolution with that of a single
red giant with the same mass and composition, we have found
that the tidal spin-up has accelerated rotation of the radiative
zone by a factor of�20. Taking into account intrinsic imperfec-

tions of our description of the tidal spin-up, we have also con-
sidered a test case in which rotation of the red giant’s radiative
zone has artificially been maintained 25 times as fast as in the
single red giant model. For this test case, the correlated O, Na,
and Al abundance variations are depicted with dotted lines in
Figures 18 and 19. In both cases, the abundances of O, Na,
and Al naturally evolve from their initial values of ½O/Fe�init ¼
0:3, ½Na/Fe�init ¼ �0:2, and ½Al/Fe�init ¼ �0:2 close to the most
extreme values supposedly present in the material accreted by
globular cluster MS stars.
It is important to note that environmental conditions in glob-

ular clusters are likely to be appropriate for our binary star sce-
nario to contribute to the star-to-star abundance variations. First,
frequent single-binary and binary-binary stellar encounters work
toward decreasing the semimajor axes of hard binaries (Hut et al.
1992). In particular, Beer & Davies (2004) have recently shown
that after �20 such encounters the initial log a flat binary pop-
ulation transforms into a Gaussian-like distribution with a peak
at a � 100 R�. Second, binary red giants with a � 100 R� will
definitely fill their Roche lobes before reaching the RGB tip.
Therefore, they will probably lose their convective envelopes
very quickly during a common envelope phase (Beer & Davies
2004). According to our hypothesis, these envelopes will be en-
riched with Na and Al while O will be depleted due to enhanced
extra mixing triggered by their tidal spin-up. Finally, a fraction
of primordial binaries in globular clusters might have been very
high, up to 100% (Ivanova et al. 2005).

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have elaborated on the ideas proposed by
Denissenkov & VandenBerg (2003a) about canonical extra mix-
ing in single upper RGB stars and enhanced extra mixing in low-
mass red giants spun up as a result of their tidal synchronization
in close binary systems. In order to put as many observational
constraints as possible on properties of extra mixing, we have
supplemented the old data on the Li and CN abundance changes
along upper RGBs in field low-metallicity stars with the new
data on photometry, chemical peculiarities, and rotational periods/
velocities of stars from the solar-metallicity open cluster M67,
globular clusters 47Tuc,NGC6397, andNGC6752, andRSCVn
binaries.
We have confirmed the conclusions made in the earlier paper

that the secular shear instability driven by differential rotation
of the red giants’ radiative zones can be considered as a prom-
ising physical mechanism for both modes of extra mixing while
the turbulent diffusion coefficient given by equation (1) derived
by Maeder & Meynet (1996) can be used to model them ap-
propriately, provided that (1) unlike the Sun, low-mass MS
progenitors of those red giants already possessed differentially
rotating radiative cores; (2) the specific angular momentumwas
conserved in each mass shell, including convective regions,
inside those stars during their entire evolution from the MS
through the RGB tip; and (3) the diffusion coefficient given by
equation (1) is taken with the enhancement factor fv � 20. For
a binary red giant, we have additionally assumed that the tidal
force brings to corotation only an upper part of its convective
envelope. For the orbital and stellar parameters typical for the
RS CVn binaries, this assumption results in spinning up of their
radiative zones by a factor of k10.
Although we present some arguments in support of the made

assumptions, it still seems unlikely that even our tidally enforced
enhanced extra mixing with Dmix � 1011 cm2 s�1 is not accom-
panied by a fast transport of angular momentum that would work
toward flattening the� profile in the radiative zone, thus reducing

Fig. 19.—Same as in Fig. 18, but for the Na-Al correlation. For Al, the initial
andmost extreme abundances are ½Al/Fe�init ¼�0:2, ½Al/Fe�acc ¼ 1:2. Following
Denissenkov & Tout (2000), we have additionally assumed that ½25Mg/Fe�init ¼
1:2 and the rate of reaction 26Alg( p, �)27Si is a factor of 103 as fast as its rate from
Angulo et al. (1999).
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the mixing efficiency. From this point of view, our approach to
modeling extra mixing in upper RGB stars is similar to the
‘‘maximal mixing approach’’ recently used by Chanamé et al.
(2005). The question ‘‘how far is our approach from reality?’’ can
be answered in the usual way: by comparing the theoretical pre-
dictions made by us with future observations. Here are some
possible observational tests that can support or reject our models.

First, we propose to determine 12C/13C ratios in upper RGB
stars in the solar-metallicity open cluster NGC 6791 whose MS
turnoff mass is �1.1 M�. If the Sun is not an exceptional case,
then, like the Sun, MS progenitors of the NGC 6791 red giants
must have rotated as solid bodies. Therefore, we expect that
canonical extra mixing in upper RGB stars in NGC 6791 should
be inefficient. Hence, these stars should keep their post–first
dredge-up values of 12C/13C � 25 unchanged instead of having
the values of 12C/13C � 10 similar to those measured in theM67
evolved stars that have definitely experienced canonical extra
mixing.

Second, although we do believe that the depth of extra mix-
ing is constrained by equation (4), when computing its rate, we
still cannot choose between the constant diffusion coefficient
(Dmix � 109 cm2 s�1 for canonical andDmix � 1011 cm2 s�1 for
enhanced extra mixing) and the turbulent diffusion coefficient
given by equation (3) that is proportional to the radiative dif-
fusivity K. The first coefficient better reproduces the Na-Li data
for RS CVn binaries and, unlike the second one, actually results
in a steeper decline of the 12C/13C ratio immediately after the
bump luminosity as appears to be dictated by observations [e.g.,
compare the log (12C/13C) panels in our Fig. 2 and in Fig. 4
fromDenissenkov&VandenBerg 2003a]. Fortunately, one prob-
ably can discriminate between the diffusion coefficients by mea-
suring the Li abundance in RGB tip and clump stars. As we have

predicted, in the case of Dmix / K these evolved stars should
have values of log "(7Li)k 1 comparable with the post–first
dredge-up values or even exceeding them. Tentatively, this the-
oretical prediction seems to have been already confirmed by
Pasquini et al. (2001). However, we think more observational
work should be done in this direction.

Finally, we surmise that red giant components of the RS CVn
binaries experience enhanced extra mixing caused by their tidal
spin-up. We think that the large Na abundances found in these
stars byMorel et al. (2004) support this idea.We did not mention
before that the same authors had also reported high Al abun-
dances in the RS CVn binaries. It is interesting that a similar
Na-Al correlation commonly inheres in the star-to-star abun-
dance variations in globular clusters. One of its possible interpre-
tations also employs a model of tidally enforced enhanced extra
mixing in a binary red giant (x 4.2.2). If it could be possible to
corroborate our hypothesis of enhanced extra mixing in the
RS CVn binaries observationally, that would also prove that a
large amount of Al can be produced at the same physical conditions
under which Na is synthesized (this actually requires higher rates
for the MgAl cycle reactions responsible for the Al production).
We propose to determine 12C/13C ratios and/or CN abundances in
the RS CVn binaries to see whether they are consistent with those
resulting from enhanced extra mixing.
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